ENTERTAINMENT MADE EASY. With its
ample seating, this room is the perfect
space for entertaining. The chairs embody 18th-century Chippendale-style
furnishings, while the grass cloth and
bamboo materials help balance the
vibrancy of the color palette.
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A Cottage

Blossoms
A Long Island home gets a vintage makeover that
blends classic floral patterns and British colonial
charm to create a timeless getaway destination.
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GREAT PLACE FOR A BOOK. Amal
really took advantage of the small
nooks and crannies of the home.
This little area is a perfect spot to
read a book and bird watch out of
the many windows.

By using the

|OPPOSITE| GREENERY OBSESSED.
Amal filled the home with easy-care
plants for more liveliness. Fresh plants
give any space extra thoughtfulness,
and the greenery here blends with the
tropical look of the Chippendale and
bamboo furnishings.

furnishings and

accessories as the focal points of the

room, Amal was able to create balance
where previously there wasn’t any.
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For the Manhattan natives

that reside in this 2,000-square-foot flower box of a home,
a Long Island cottage was just what they needed to get away
from the hustle and bustle of the Big Apple. The fixer-upper
cottage was built in the early 1900s and was once an add-on
to a larger property in Locust Valley. The house underwent
some major renovations and an interior makeover to bring it
to the inviting North Shore cottage it is today.

A NOVEL HOME
The neighborhood seems straight out of an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. The home is surrounded by a lot of larger houses
and their adjoining cottages. The homeowners and Dean
DeTura of Budget Contractors, tried to keep as many original
elements as possible when they set out to revive the rundown
property. Amal Kapen, the interior designer, says, “They tried
to keep the original wide-plank floors where possible, and the
outside was refurbished to its former charming facade.”

SPECIAL SYMMETRY
With any small home, there will be some challenges
when choosing a design. In this cottage, a main priority was
disguising the multitude of eaves in the home. Amal says, “A
busy, nondirectional pattern can help in blurring the many
lines created by the eaves.” Paying attention to symmetry and
balance is key, but that becomes difficult in a home where the
windows and doors are not centered. By using the furnishings
and accessories as the focal points of the room, Amal was able
to create balance where previously there wasn’t any. Ample
time was allotted to choosing furnishings that stood out.
“When you are dealing with a cottage, your furniture must
be in the right proportions so as not to overwhelm the space
or make it look too crowded,” she says. With the abundance
of prints, colors and furniture, balance is essential. Amal took
special care to make sure that each room had just enough
color and pattern to complement each other.
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FRESH VINTAGE. You
don’t always have to
commit to one style. Here
Amal bent the rules by
combining vintage prints
and fixtures with modern
furnishings. The clear
table modernizes the
room, while the bamboo
and brass textures warm
up the small area.
|OPPOSITE| CONTEMPORARY COLONIAL. The
kitchen combines a modern look with tropical British colonial style to create
a fresh, simple space for
entertaining or cooking
with the family. “Using one
kind of flowers in a large
bunch, like tulips, adds a
pop of color that can really
deliver a cheerful note to
a room,” Amal says.
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OUT OF THE BLUE
“This cottage was made for this youthful, preppy look and reflects
the fun and cheerful personality of the homeowners,” Amal says. The
first step in Amal’s design process is building a relationship with the
clients and listening to what they want to feel when they walk through
the doors. “The second thing is to find inspiration for the project’s
direction—sometimes it’s a fabric or art, and sometimes it stems from
a collection or love of the client,” Amal says. When starting with a clean
slate and an empty house, it can be a simple item that sparks the décor
for an entire home. Inspiration for a style can come from anywhere—a
sentimental item you can’t do without, a vintage collection you forgot
you had or really anything. In this case, it was a vintage set of prints
that inspired the red, white and blue color palette.
“Throughout the house I have repeated a thread of blue, in
different hues, but they all relate to each other and give the home a
cohesive flow,” Amal says. From the small blue accents of vases and
bedroom décor to large furniture, the color flows seamlessly in each
room of the home. The shades of blue as well as the monogramed
pillows add a preppy feel to the home. With the incorporation of red
lamps, pillows and trim, the house mixes classic country with a hint of
Americana. Amal says, “The simple white-and-blue bedding provides
a relief from the chintz walls and makes the room more restful.” For

this cottage, choosing whimsical colors in the rooms made the home
happier. The colors create a vintage look without taking away from the
fresh details in the home.

WALLPAPER RENEWAL
In the common rooms, Amal played with prints through the
furnishings and wall art, while the bedrooms embody prints in the
wallpaper patterns. “Wallpaper is experiencing something of a revival
… compared to fabric or furniture, wallpaper is a really cost-effective
way to make a design statement,” Amal says. Experimentation with
patterns is what gives this cottage its classic look. Playful geometrics
and romantic florals imbue the rooms with a traditional country style
that makes them feel timeless.

MONOGRAM IT
Throughout time, monograms have been a symbol of status, so
a monogramed piece can instantly elevate the elegance of a room.
Amal’s goal with monograms was to give the home a preppy, chic look
while complementing the wallpaper in a subtle way. Monograms can
also personalize the space for homeowners. For this family, the cottage
is not their full-time living space, so the feeling of “home” sometimes
gets lost. Monogrammed décor can increase the family’s sense of ownership and comfort when they are relaxing on the island.

BAMBOO BABY. The attention to small details is what
makes this design so cohesive. The bamboo utensils
and dishes are unique and
match the overall theme of
the home, while the white
bamboo vase blends with the
modern kitchen.
|OPPOSITE| PATTERNS
ON PATTERNS. Amal
chose a neutral color for
the walls because of the
cottage’s asymmetries. The
cream-colored walls let the
furnishings be the focal point
of the room, taking attention
away from the off-centered
doors and windows.
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|ABOVE| BEAUTIFUL IN BLUE. This wallpaper
suggests classic country style, in which the patterns
reflect nature to create a romantic feeling in the room.
The blue hue instantly makes the space feel restful.

|BELOW| FLOAT ON. The children’s room was all about creating a playful and comforting environment. The soft sailboat
wallpaper instantly cheers up the room and complements the
vibrancy of the furnishings. The bamboo textures are in every
room and add to the cohesive classic design.

|RIGHT| CREATIVE COLORS. This vignette shows how important all the
patterns and colors are in creating the look. Amal chose the blue furnishings to match the clients’ collection of vintage prints.
|RIGHT BOTTOM| VINTAGE VANITY. The cottage is full of eaves and small
nooks that give this house a lot of charm, but these features can also
make a home difficult to design. Amal chose a nondirectional wallpaper
to disguise the eaves, and used dark wood and bamboo to contrast with
the wallpaper and make these furnishings the focal point.

BAMBOO BALANCE
“I think wallpaper, cheerful colors and bamboo all work well in a cottage
and lend a casual, easy-to-live-in air that I love about cottage style,” Amal
says. The cheery, summery feel comes from the blue and red accents, while
the bamboo provides a unique twist on the décor. Amal says, “Bamboo,
both new and vintage, is a great way to give warmth to a room and prevent
it from becoming too stuffy and formal.” Its vintage look comes from the
18th-century Chippendale pattern of the chairs. Also bamboo furnishings
were all the rage in the 1940s, and this era is experiencing a revival in styles
all across the board. Combined with the wall art and brass fixtures, many of
the rooms are reminiscent of tropical British colonial style.

GO GREEN
A major aspect of this décor is the abundance of greenery. Plants can
make any space, whether traditional or fresh and modern, feel inviting.
There are plants for every style, and they transform the space from simple
to thoughtful. “Here we incorporated several easy-care plants that even the
most black-thumbed person among us can keep alive,” Amal says. In this
cottage specifically, the greenery really plays off the other elements of the
home. The plants complement the bamboo furnishings, making the home
feel almost tropical, while planters and vases flow through the wallpaper
patterns and color palette.

MAGNIFICENT MODERN
This home balances vintage pieces with a classic look and the home’s
modern features. “I love to mix vintage, modern and antique pieces together
to create a timeless, youthful feeling,” Amal says. While the kitchen includes
new appliances and the modern look of subway tiles, the all-white materials
direct your eye toward the vintage furnishings, which balances the space.
“Among the most important things to consider when mixing old and new
pieces is how shapes, scale and materials work together and are repeated,” Amal says. The kitchen table is the perfect example of how repeating
patterns can help two different styles to mix together. Adorning the modern
tulip table with bamboo patterns and textures brings those two contrasting
styles together through a similar color palette and the repetition of circular
shapes. If you’re in love with two different styles, you don’t always have to
choose between the two. Mix modern with vintage by picking pieces with
similar shapes and colors.
“I think the most important aspect of design is comfort. While things can
always be made to look pretty, they also need to work and be a boon to your
day-to-day living,” Amal says. After all, this cottage is all about relaxation and
escaping the fast-paced living of the city that never sleeps.
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MAKE IT MATCH. A patterned wallpaper can make it easy to stick to a color
palette and decorate a room. In this small space, Amal dedicated herself
to finding a wallpaper, bed skirt, curtains and pillows to match the pattern
of the walls. Her approach created an extra layer of thoughtfulness in this
room and in the home’s overall design.

“When you are dealing with a
cottage, your furniture must be in
the right

proportions, so

as not to overwhelm the space or
make it look too crowded.”
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|RIGHT| MESHING WITH MODERN. The cottage needed
a lot of renovations before it was ready for the Manhattan couple and their two little boys. The kitchen is
one of the most modern areas of the home. There are
upgraded appliances and a subway-tile backsplash, but
because of the kitchen’s all-white cabinetry, it blends
well with the traditional and vintage look of the rest of
the house.
|BOTTOM RIGHT| INSTANT ELEGANCE. Monograms
have been symbols of status since the 1800s. Adding
monograms to linens and incorporating them in basic
décor immediately personalizes a space and adds
classiness. Personalized towels and linens can make
each person feel important and at home.
|BOTTOM LEFT| GEOMETRIC GEM. The blue of this
geometric wallpaper matches the overall color palette,
while the shapes create a playful yet modern space.
Amal paired the wallpaper with a simple marble sink
and white cabinetry to keep the room balanced.
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